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Introduction
With regard to the state-initiated mode of proposing amendments under Article V of the U.S.
Constitution, Compact for America Educational
Foundation agrees with the Supreme Court’s
declaration in Hawke v. Smith (1920) that “the
language of the article is plain, and admits of no
doubt in its interpretation.” Specifically, the most
natural reading of Article V is that it delegates
no power to Congress relative to the state-initiated mode for proposing amendments; it simply
imposes a mandatory duty on Congress to call
a convention “on the Application of the Legislatures of two thirds of the several States.” It is
equally clear that “Legislatures” are acting on
behalf of their respective state governments in
submitting their “Application;” the convention
call by Congress must embrace the terms of the
“Application;” and nothing in Article V prohibits
the states from deploying their plenary legislative
power in parallel to ensure that convention-goers actually heed the “Application.”
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In other words, the plain text of Article V neither
immunizes convention-goers from state legislative power nor deputizes the “Legislatures of two
thirds of the several States” to serve as federal
bodies that are somehow independent of their
underlying state governments.
That being said, questions still arise as to the
nature of an “Application;” how to aggregate
Article V applying resolutions towards the requisite “Application;” and what is properly contained in the congressional call triggered by
the “Application.” This guidebook furnishes the
necessary guidance on these and related issues.
It also explains why an interstate agreement—or
Compact—is a superior vehicle for resolving
these issues.
Guidance on the Nature of an Article V
Application
Article V requires Congress to call an amendment-proposing convention “on Application”
of two-thirds of the legislatures of the several
states. This requires sufficient numbers of states
to pass resolutions applying for amendments
to be proposed at a meeting of the states in
what is termed a “convention for proposing

amendments.” The singular use of the term “Ap- plication” is entirely consistent with and parallel
plication” naturally implies that the process was to the role of the “Application” in the only other
meant to be a unified effort among the states.
part of the Constitution in which an application is
mentioned—namely, Article IV, section 4, which
The lack of express substantive content as to
provides: “The United States shall guarantee
the nature of the “convention for proposing
amendments” combined with Congress’s purely to every State in this Union a Republican Form
of Government, and shall protect each of them
ministerial duty in calling the convention logiagainst Invasion; and on Application of the Legcally and grammatically yields the convention
islature, or of the Executive (when the Legislature
agenda to whatever is requested in the “AppliAny
“application,”
including ancannot be convened)
cation.” Accordingly, as
discussed below, in order Article V application, is simply against domestic Vio2
to be aggregated as the
a petition that seeks specific lence.” The most natural
reading of this provision
“Application of two-thirds
relief
of
some
kind.
is that the “Application”
of the legislatures of the
would specify the domesseveral states,” applying
resolutions should concur in one or more specific tic violence to be addressed and how it should
be addressed. In other words, the content of an
requests that are relevant to organizing a proposing convention, such as the same amendment Article IV application was meant to set the federal government’s “agenda” for protecting the
agenda.
states from domestic violence. Likewise, Article
V is most naturally read as providing that the
The Plain Meaning of “Application”
content of the application sets the agenda of the
resulting amendment-proposing convention.
When the states made “applications” to the
Continental Congress during the Founding Era,
Guidance from the Drafting History
they could and customarily did petition for very
specific things; such as requesting financial aid
Perhaps the best supporting evidence for interor military support.1 Any “application,” includpreting the Article V application as synonymous
ing an Article V application, is simply a petition
that seeks specific relief of some kind. Moreover, with “petition” and ordinarily meant to request
given that “applications” were routinely used by a specific amendment agenda, including the
the states in the pre-constitutional era to request proposal of one or more desired amendments
various things in fine detail, there is every reason by convention, is the drafting history of of Article
to infer that an Article V application was likeV.3 Significantly, the next-to-final draft of Article
wise meant to be a petition that would request
V placed the power to propose amendments
a specific amendment agenda in fine detail,
in the hands of Congress “on Application” of
including the actual text of the amendment to be two-thirds of the state legislatures. It is clear
proposed, if desired.
that Congress was not supposed to draft the
amendments for the states in response to their
Guidance from Article IV
application because this penultimate version of
Article V already contemplated Congress having
The power of states to set the agenda of the
the parallel power to draft and propose amendArticle V convention, including the requested
ments by a two-thirds vote of each house. It
proposal of desired amendments, in their “Apwould be redundant to construe the application
2		
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“Application” means a petition
to Congress for specific relief,
as evidenced by Founding-era
usage, and such specific relief
includes the designation of
desired amendments as
evidenced by the Founders’
expressed understanding.

STATES CAN LEAD
The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it
necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Constitution, or, on

the Application of the Legislatures of two
thirds of the several States, shall call a
Convention for proposing Amendments, which, in

“Shall Call” imposes a
“peremptory” or mandatory,
ministerial duty on Congress
to call the convention in
response to the states’
“Application,” which implies
granting the specific relief
requested in the application
triggering the call, i.e. calling
a convention for the purpose
specified in the application.

either Case, shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as part of this
Constitution, when ratiﬁed by the Legislatures of three fourths of the
several States, or by Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or
the other Mode of Ratiﬁcation may be proposed by the Congress;

“Convention” means nothing more than an
assembly, as evidenced by Founding-era usage,
and it was publicly understood during such time
as referring to an assembly of states.

Underscores that the Article V amendment
process only generates amendments that are
“part” of the Constitution, precluding any claim
the proposing convention possesses original
sovereign authority to replace the Constitution.

in this version of Article V as simply giving Congress a second opportunity to draft the amendment proposals it preferred. Instead, the “Application” of two-thirds of the states was meant to
be the source of the amendments that Congress
would be required to propose under this nextto-final formulation of Article V. Thus, the states’
traditional power to make specific amendment
proposal requests in their application is implicit
in the drafting history of Article V.

refuse to propose desired amendments. The introduction of a proposing convention in the final
version of Article V was meant to enhance the
ability of states to obtain the proposal of desired
amendments, not to obstruct it. There is no textual
indication that the final version of Article V was
meant to reject the states’ traditional power to
make very specific requests in their application,
including the requested proposal of one or more
specific amendments.

Although the final draft
of Article V replaced
Congress with a “convention for proposing
amendments” as the
formal proposing body,
nothing in the Report of Proceedings suggests
that the Founders meant for the states’ application to cease requesting the proposal of specific
amendments, as before. Instead, the final version of Article V eliminated the proposing role of
Congress solely because delegates to the Philadelphia Convention feared that Congress would

tion of Article V is that
the underlying applying resolutions must concur in requesting specific relief that is relevant
to calling a proposing convention, such as the
same amendment agenda, including, if desired,
specific amendment proposals. The Founders’
public representations about how the states
would obtain desired amendments through the

The states’ traditional power to
make specific amendment In light of such evidence,
proposal requests in their to constitute a singular
petition of two-thirds of
application is implicit in the the state legislatures, the
drafting history of Article V. most natural interpreta-
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convention process confirm the accuracy of this
interpretation.
Guidance from the Founders

This public understanding is further established
in Federalist No. 85, where Hamilton observes,
“Nor however difficult it may be supposed to
unite two thirds or three fourths of the State legislatures, in amendments which may affect local
interests, can there be any room to apprehend
any such difficulty in a union on points which are
merely relative to the general liberty or security
of the people.” Again, Hamilton explicitly contemplated that
the states would
“unite” on the
same “amendments” in their
applying resolutions, further
evidencing the
public understanding that
two-thirds of the
states would advance the same
amendment
agenda in their
applying resolutions to constitute the call-triggering “Application.”5

Writing in Federalist No. 85, Hamilton observed
that “whenever nine States concur,” Congress’s
role in calling a convention would be “peremptory.”4 “Nine states” referred to the number of
states then-needed to constitute
the two-thirds majority required to
unite in an Article
V “Application.”
That Hamilton
intended to underscore that the
states’ applying
resolutions would
“concur” in the
same amendment
agenda to trigger
the convention
call is evident in the following sentence: “Here,
then, the chances are as thirteen to nine in favor
of subsequent amendment, rather than of the
original adoption of an entire system.” SignifiThe fact that Hamilton’s statements evidence the
cantly, Hamilton footnot- A convention call was meant to public understanding of
ed the number “nine,”
Article V is further supbe
triggered
when
at
least
twoexplaining: “It may rather
ported by George Washbe said TEN, for though thirds of the states were united ington’s correspondence
two thirds may set on
with John Armstrong in
or “concurred” in an
foot the measure, three
April 25, 1788. There,
“Application”
consisting
of
fourths must ratify.” The
Washington underscores
applying
resolutions
that
colorful phrase that “two
that the “constitutional
thirds may set on foot the
uniformly request the same door is open for such
measure” indicates “two
amendments as shall be
amendment agenda.
thought necessary by nine
thirds” of the states would
6
States.”
have to unite on the same amendment (“the
measure”) in their applying resolution to trigger
Likewise, in a statement to the Virginia ratification
the convention call.
convention on June 6, 1788, George Nicholas,
4		
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Finally, in his 1799 Report on the Virginia Resothe first professor of law at Transylvania University and a member of the Virginia House of
lutions, James Madison echoed Hamilton’s earDelegates, declared that state legislatures would lier representations that a convention call would
be triggered when two-thirds of the state legislaapply for an Article V convention confined to a
“few points;” and that “it is natural to conclude
tures “concurred” in the same amendment. Spethat those States who will apply for calling the
cifically, after highlighting that “Legislatures of
Convention, will concur in the ratification of the
the States have a right also to originate amend7
proposed amendments.” Nicholas’s conclusion ments to the Constitution, by a concurrence of
is only “natural” on the assumption that a contwo-thirds of the whole number, in applications
to Congress for the purpose,” Madison wrote
vention call would be triggered only after twothirds of the state legislatures reached agreement both that the states could ask their senators to
An Article V proposing
propose an “explanatory
on one or more desired
amendments in their ap- convention was ordinarily not amendment” clarifying
that the Alien and Sediplying resolutions.
meant to have wide-ranging tion Acts were unconstitudeliberative autonomy to tional, and also that twoSimilarly, on June 11,
1788, political economist negotiate and draft proposed thirds of the Legislatures
of the states “might, by an
and Pennsylvania deleamendments.
application to Congress,
gate to the Continental
Congress Tench Coxe said, “Three fourths of
have obtained a Convention for the same obthe states concurring will ensure any amendject.”9
ments, after the adoption of nine or more.”8
Notice that this statement indicates that “nine”
In sum, our research shows that a convention call
states (then the Application threshold of twowas meant to be triggered when two-thirds of
thirds of the states) would adopt the same specif- the states were united or “concurred” in an “Apic amendments prior to the calling of a convenplication” consisting of applying resolutions that
tion—presumably in reference to the contents of uniformly request the same amendment agenda,
their Article V application.
including the same amendment proposals. There
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is no evidence to our knowledge that suggests
the Founders believed a proposing convention
call could be triggered by cobbling together applying resolutions seeking different amendments
or amendment agendas.
Of course, even if the foregoing conclusion
were accepted and uniform applying resolutions passed by the states in sufficient numbers,
there is no question that significant litigation risks
would continue to surround the aggregation of
Article V applying resolutions. Any deviation
among applying resolutions—no matter how immaterial—will create a litigation risk that an adverse party will claim the requested amendment
agenda is not sufficiently similar to trigger Congress’ ministerial call duty. Additionally, applying resolutions could be viewed as going “stale”
if they are not acted upon for an unreasonably
long period of time. Unfortunately, we cannot
assess the magnitude of these risks in the abstract
because they will likely be determinable by reference to fact-specific analogies and balancing
tests utilized in existing legal precedent. Only an
Article V compact, discussed below, can reduce
these risks to nil for all practical purposes.
Guidance on Specific Criteria for
Aggregating an Article V Application
6		

As previously discussed, an “Application of the
legislatures of two thirds of the several states”
only comes into existence when the requisite
number of states have submitted applying resolutions that concur in the same request for specific relief that is relevant to convening a proposing
convention, such as the same amendment agenda or desired amendment proposals. Therefore,
the following minimum criteria should be expected for all applying resolutions.
Aggregation Requires Substantive
Identicality
The specific relief requested in the underlying
applying resolutions should be substantively identical so that Congress can carry out its
mandatory duty to call a proposing convention
ministerially simply by referencing them as the
requisite “Application.” When assessing whether
the specific relief sought by applying resolutions
is substantively identical, policy makers should
ask whether a convention call that embraces the
applying resolutions would coherently establish
the convention agenda. If a montage of applying resolutions cannot establish a coherent convention agenda, they should not be aggregated.
No doubt this will disappoint some in the Article
V movement.
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Although it is tempting for some to urge Congress Policy makers should reject the erroneous notion
to call an Article V convention by disregarding
that specific amendment or procedural requests
differences among applying resolutions to reach in an applying resolution, which are relevant to
the two-thirds threshold, to do so would be a
convening a convention for proposing amendPyrrhic victory for state sovereignty. If Congress
ments, can be ignored as interfering with the
were to call a convention based on an aggredeliberative authority of a proposing convengated montage of apply- When aggregating applying tion. Such requests are
ing resolutions all seeking
resolutions, policy makers indeed material. After all,
different amendments or
as discussed above, the
should
ask
whether
a
convenamendment agendas,
Founding Era evidence
tion call that embraces the very clearly establishes
the resulting convention
would be a creature of
applying resolutions would that states have always
Congress, not the applyhad the traditional powcoherently
establish
the
coning states. The precedent
er to advance detailed
vention agenda. If not, then requests in their appliset would undoubtedly
deter future use of Article
aggregation is precluded. cations and there is no
V by the states because
evidence that their power
they would not be able to anticipate how Conin this regard was any different when it comes to
gress might choose to aggregate their applying
an Article V application. Research claiming that
resolutions. Fortunately, there is no legal or hisa proposing convention must have autonomous
torical basis for disregarding material differences drafting or procedural authority regardless of the
among Article V applying resolutions.
specific relief requested in the states’ applying
resolutions has no foundation in the usage, cusDifferences in Amendment or Procedural tom or practice surrounding applications in the
Requests Preclude Aggregation
Founding Era, is contrary to the drafting history
of Article V, and is inconsistent with the repeated
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representations of the Founders that the states
would adopt or concur in specific amendments
when applying under Article V.
Further, the custom and practice of pre-constitutional conventions having wide-ranging deliberative authority does not logically override the
limitation of an Article V proposing conventions’
authority to the specific requests contained in
the states’ application. Indeed, it makes no more
sense to look to such custom and practice to ascertain the power and authority of a proposing
convention before looking to the relief requested
in the states’ application, than to look to such
custom and practice to ascertain the power of a
ratifying convention before looking to the ratification referral resolution. This does not mean
such custom and practice is irrelevant to the
powers of a proposing convention; pre-constitutional interstate convention customs and practices should certainly be considered when the convention is confronted with gaps in the specificity
of the Article V application or congressional call.

lished, would be a single proposition, and might
be brought forward singly. There would then be
no necessity for management or compromise, in
relation to any other point[:] no giving nor taking.” We can conclude that Hamilton believed
the Application would be the vehicle for bringing
forth proposed amendments because he later
observed, “alterations in it [the Constitution]
may at any time be effected by nine States.” The
reference to alterations being “effected by nine
States,” which was then the two-thirds Application threshold, indicates that Hamilton expected
a proposing convention to act at the direction
of the applying states, as an instrumentality in
proposing amendments specified in the Application, not as an autonomous body charged with
drafting amendments from scratch.

As to the claim that there would be no need
for a proposing convention if it did not possess
wide-ranging autonomous drafting powers, or
that a proposing convention must necessarily
have more deliberative authority than a ratifying convention, this argument is specious. The
Furthermore, Federalist No. 85 strongly supports proposing convention was made necessary by
the inference that a proposing convention was
the limitations of 18th century technology. There
ordinarily not meant to have wide-ranging delib- was no modern instantaneous communication.
erative autonomy to negotiate and draft proThere was no ability to communicate by teleposed amendments. Hamilton wrote, “But every phone, telegraph, fax, email, or regular mail.
amendment to the Constitution, if once estabSome coordinated means of ensuring that the

8		
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amendment specified in the application would
actually be proposed had to exist. It is perfectly
sensible that a proposing convention was introduced into the language of Article V simply
to ensure the necessary coordination occurred
among the states, represented by their agents
(delegates) at the convention, so that what was
proposed actually was what the states askedfor in their application. Indeed, that is the entire
reason why the next-to-final version of Article V,
which had Congress proposing amendments on
application of the states, was replaced with a
“convention for proposing amendments.” Most
of the Founders, and especially George Mason,
did not trust Congress to propose the amendment or amendments that would otherwise have
been advanced in the states’ application under
the next-to-final formulation of Article V.

Notifying Congress that a Call Must Be
Made
The states should formally empower a common
agent to represent the states before Congress to
assure that the Call is made “on the Application”
in a timely manner and in conformance with the
desires of the states. As an example, the existing
Compact for a Balanced Budget empowers its
Compact Commission to represent the member
states before Congress on this matter.
Guidance on the Content of the
Congressional Call

Ideally, the Application would furnish sufficient
information for the congressional call to adopt its
terms by reference. If the Application is silent on
any matter that is relevant to organizing the conConfirm Authenticity before Aggregation vention, Congress does not have constitutional
authority to fill any gap that involves the exercise
of public policy discretion and judgment. This
Finally, to minimize litigation risk, the respective
conclusion is compelled by Congress’s ministestates that have submitted applying resolutions
rial and “peremptory” duty in calling a convenshould officially confirm the text of the applying
tion for proposing amendments “on Application”
resolutions and their legitimacy as continuing
and unrescinded applying resolutions. Confirma- of the states. In other words, it is up to the states
tion can be in the form of written confirmation by to make sure all gaps are filled in the Application
so that Congress does not have any leeway in
appropriate state officials (governor, attorney
general, secretary of state) and/or by reference issuing the proper call. Accordingly, we recommend that congressional call include the followto certified copies of specific codified statutes.
ing information:
Here, again, an Article V compact (discussed
below) can furnish the desired confirmation
• Date, time, location and duration of the proprocess. For example, the existing Compact
posing convention, preferably as requested
for a Balanced Budget requires that, when the
by the Application;
38th state joins it, the Compact Administrator
shall submit to Congress certified copies of the
• The the agenda of the proposing convention,
chaptered versions of the Compact from each
including the text of any amendment to be
member state, confirming both the validity and
considered, as requested by the Applicathe text of the applying resolutions contained in
tion, and if not requested in the Application,
the Compact. The specific relief requested is the
then Congress should defer to ancillary state
proposal of the Balanced Budget Amendment,
legislation or convention action on the subject
the text of which is also contained in the Commatter;
pact.
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the states for purposes of triggering Congress’s
duty to call the convention, as well as the proper
• The delegate selection methods, convention
rules and procedures that will govern the pro- contents of the congressional call itself. Although
law and history provides clear answers to those
posing convention, as requested in the Application, and if not requested in the Applica- questions, Compact for America Educational
tion, then Congress should defer to ancillary Foundation nevertheless believes that such questions can be resolved far more reliably if states
state legislation or convention action on the
subject matter;
address them in advance through a formal and
binding interstate agreement—or Compact, to
• The mode of ratification for any amendments which Congress would yield.
that are proposed, if the states petition for a
A compact can be as flexible and comprehensive (or targeted and concise) as a State Legisparticular mode of ratification in their Aplature desires. Like any well-drafted contract, an
plication (the Supreme Court has ruled that
Article V compact can contain all sorts of proviCongress has discretion over the selection
sions to hedge against just about any litigation
of the mode of ratification, but principles of
risk. Moreover, only an Article V compact can:
comity recommend yielding to the applying
states’ preference).
• legally bind states to an indisputably identical
Article V Application;
Guidance on Dispute Resolution
The states should formally designate a method
for dispute resolution. For instance, the Compact for a Balanced Budget designates specific
court venues for resolution of disputes among the
member states. In addition, the Compact Commission is empowered: 1) to oversee the Convention’s logistical operations as appropriate to
ensure this Compact governs its proceedings;
and 2) to oversee the defense and enforcement
of the Compact in appropriate legal venues.
These oversight powers include all essential implied power to carry them out, allowing for the
Commission to furnish interpretive guidance to
resolve disputes among member states.

• reliably establish delegate appointments,
instructions and convention rules;

Guidance on the Constitutionality of
States Using an Article V Compact

• provide a vehicle to secure reliable early
Congressional acquiescence in a call that
yields to the agenda and convention rules
desired by the applying states.

As discussed above, amending the U.S. Constitution through the use of the state-initiated mode
of amendment under Article V raises important
questions about what constitutes a valid “Application” by two-thirds of the legislatures of
10		

• create a genuine interstate agency that can
represent the interests of the states, handle
convention logistics, and furnish interpretive
guidance;
• furnish universal enforcement authority (by
one state against another state);
• furnish contractually binding alternative
dispute resolution process to avoid extensive
litigation; and

In short, states can far more efficiently and reliably achieve their goals in using the Article V
convention process with a compact, than with-
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out. In this regard, it is important to address and
set aside various misconceptions that have been
advanced about the constitutionality of states
using a compact for Article V amendments.

congressional consent to be formed. This is
because any portion of the compact that presumed congressional action would simply be
made effective only if the requisite congressional
action were first secured. For instance, compact
First, Article I, Section 10 of the Constitution
provisions appointing and instructing delegates
does not require the states to obtain consent from to vote into place specific convention rules or
Congress before they can enter into a Compact. agreeing in advance to ratify specific amendThe Supreme Court has ruled repeatedly that the ments would provide that they are only effective
Clause does not apply to those compacts that
if Congress first calls the convention or selects
merely coordinate the deployment of a soverlegislative ratification. In this way, “conditional
eign power that is held by the states and which
enactments” would ensure that a comprehensive
does not threaten federal supremacy in regard to Article V compact, once formed, would only
any of its delegated powers.10 This interpretation exercise powers held by the states until such time
as the requisite congressional action was seis based on a robust understanding of the reserved power of the states to compact under the cured. Such a compact would not need congresTenth Amendment; specifically, that the purpose sional consent to be formed under current case
law,11 and the subsequent congressional action
of Article I, section 10 is not to disable states
from acting cooperatively, but only to protect the triggering the conditional enactment would necfederal government’s supremacy in exercising
essarily furnish implied consent for the compact.
delegated powers
States can far more efficiently and
from concerted
Second, the dereliably
achieve
their
goals
in
using
the
interference by the
ployment of an
Article
V
convention
process
with
a
states.
Article V compact
has the tactical adcompact, than without.
Accordingly, an
vantage of allowing
Article V compact that settled on an identical
for an early, cooperative approach to Congress
applying resolution (avoiding the controversy
without conceding or implying that Congress
over aggregation) would not require congressio- occupies a substantive position in the Article V
nal consent because it would only be exercising convention process.
state powers that do not interfere with federal
supremacy in regard to any delegated power.
For example, the Compact for a Balanced BudBecause the discretionary power of Congress to get Commission is currently working with nearly
refuse to consent to such a compact under Ar20 congressional co-sponsors from 13 states to
ticle I, Section 10 would not be triggered, such
pass H.Con.Res. 26. This concurrent resolution,
a “compact-embedded” Article V Application
if passed, would automatically call the comwould trigger Congress’s mandatory convenpact-organized convention and select legislation call duty to exactly the same extent as a
tive ratification of the Compact’s contemplated
non-compact application.
amendment if the requisite constitutional and
compact-specified thresholds were met. There
is nothing about the passage of H.Con.Res. 26
Furthermore, a well-drafted Article V compact
that implicates the need for presidential presentthat comprehensively addressed convention
ment because the Supreme Court has ruled the
logistics or even ratification would not require
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president has no role in Article V.12 Moreover, in
substance, the resolution would not make federal
law; it would merely exercise power conferred
solely on Congress to usher along a state-initiated and controlled constitutional amendment
process.13
Although Congress is not obligated to pass
H.Con.Res. 26 at this point in time, no one has
questioned its power to do so if simple majorities
wish to vote for it. This is because H.Con.Res. 26
simply ensures that Congress follows its own call
and ratification referral duties when the requisite trigger thresholds are met. As an exercise of
incidental Article V power, H.Con.Res. 26 is no
different in principle from the promulgation of
rules to tabulate received Article V Applications
or to reject amendment proposals that exceed
the scope of a convention call. Congress’s convention call duty has few incidental powers; but
certainly it includes the power to ensure Congress performs its own mandatory constitutional
obligations.
Conclusion
The Founding Era evidence clearly establishes
that applying resolutions cannot be aggregated
to count as the singular “Application” of two
thirds of the state legislatures unless they concur
in requesting the same specific relief that is relevant to calling a proposing convention, such
as the same amendment agenda. However, this
conclusion does not eliminate the possibility of
controversy over the aggregation of applying
resolutions due to discrepancies in verbiage. For
that reason, state legislatures can best accomplish all of their goals in amending the Constitution by application and convention through
a compact that addresses the aggregation of
applying resolutions by ensuring that at least
two-thirds of the state legislatures concur in an
undeniably identical applying resolution seeking
12		

the same amendment agenda. Accordingly, the
Compact for America Educational Foundation—
the only educational foundation with a primary
focus on advancing Article V compacts—stands
ready, able and willing to furnish technical
advice and assistance to anyone who wishes to
develop and deploy an Article V compact.
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